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REPORT ON GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY RESULTS 
SIX CLAIMS - CARMAN TOWNSHIP - 
PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO

In June and July, 1986, Cane Exploration Consultants Limited 

conducted a program of geophysical survey on a block of six claims 

located at the south central part of Carman Township, Porcupine 

Mining Di vie ion, Ontario. The results of this program of survey 

ere depicted on the plnn accompanying this report, plotted to a 

scale l" -f 200'.

PROPERTY, LOCATION AND ACCESS -

The six claims covered by the survey are numbered P-70748 

to P-70751, inclusive. They are located at the south central part of 

Carman Township, one mile east of Carmen Bay off Night Hawk Lake. 

Access was made by bush road from South Porcupine to the southeast 

of the property.

GEN ERA L GEOLOGY *

The geology of the area is on Map f 49h, According to this 

map, there are only two small outcrops on the property which is 

largely covered by muskeg. One of the two outcrops is Keewatin 

volcanic and the other olivine diabase. The formation of Keewatin
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volcanic is intruded by a large band of serpentine (Haileyburian). 

This band of serpentine strikes northeasterly along a synclinal axis 

located to the immediate south of the property, and it apparently 

turns northwesterly In the vicinity of the property. Preliminary 

geological map P-356, Ontario Department of Mines, shows that 

the turn to the northwest is along the north and east boundary area of 

these eix claim . The diabase is inferred as a northeasterly striking 

dike which runs across the central part of the property. The area 

is also intruded by many narrow north-southerly quartz diabase dikes.

Nickel value discovered in the ultrabasic rocks of the neigh* 

bouring Langmuir Township to the south makes the north extension 

of these ultrabasic rocks in Carman Township an interesting explor 

ation area. Asbestos is very common throughout the ultrabasic rock 

in this township. Chalcopyrite is found in iron formation and was 

noted sparsely disseminated in the enclosing volcanic rocks at l 1/4 

miles to the southwest of the property. A sample of the mineralized 

rock, which assayed 1. 93% copper, 0. 30 oz. silver and 0. 02 oz. 

gold per ton, wee obtained by the Ontario Department of Mines.
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At:RMAGNRTIC

Aeromagnetic data of the area is on Map 298G, G. S. C. 

According to this rnpp, the ultrabasite (serpentine) and olivine 

diabpee correfjpond closely with magnetic zones outlined on Langmuir 

nnd Carman Townships. While the serpentine makes e northwesterly 

turn in the vicinity of the property, the olivine diabase runs more 

or lesp straightforward for D long distance east -northeasterly across 

the township. It follows thet the aeromagnetic: anomaly outlined at 

the property area could be either due to serpentine and /or olivine 

diabase. Only B detail ground geophysical survey may be able to 

obtain sufficient indication to separate the two.

Sim VEY DATA -

The geophysical survey wes carried out along picket lines 

cut at 300 foot intervals northwest-southeasterly to cover the pro 

perty turned off from a baseline cut at N. 60* E. , parallel to a base* 

line used by McWatters Gold Mines Limited, to cover a large block 

of claims tying onto the west of the six claims herein concerned. 

It is apparent that this baseline was more or less parallel to the 

synclinal structure indicated on Map #49h, located to the south of
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the property. A Bhf rpe Fluxgate MF-1 magnetometer wee used 

for the magnetometer purvey, and a Ronka EM 16 instrument wes 

ueetl for the electromagnetic survey, using t r en R mitt Ing station 

N.A.A. Cutler, Maine. A Ronke Mark IV electromagnetic check 

survey WRP attempted but WPS not completed.

SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION -

The magnetometer survey has outlined an anomalous area, 

with high readings in the order of 2000 gammas to 4000 gammas at 

the north part of the property, and another similar but smaller 

anomalous area et the south part of the property. Jn correlation 

with outcrop arent? given on M&p IP-356, the north anomalous 

magnetic orea is apparently due mostly to ultrabasic rocks, The 

anomalous areas are apparently associated with some magnetic 

depression*;, p&rts of which are due to dipole effects.

Since one may expect to have very complicated structural 

fecturee on the property, snd the present traverses are not vertical 

to some, the writer feels that another set of picket lines should be 

cut at a northeasterly direction for e. detailed tracing of the various 

geological formations. Also, the outcrop areas outlined by the 

operators in the field should be examined for close correlation.
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The electromagnetic surveys encountered several conductors, 

which appear io be mainly due to structural features, with or with 

out appreciable concentration of conductive sulphides. Furthermore, 

the Interpretation of the conductor detected by Ronka 16 unit depends 

more on the change of the curves rather them D cross-over. The 

writer, therefore, recommends to check the conductors outlined 

by this survey by f check survey using a Ronka Mark IV unit. Since 

it is important to further check the anomalous areas by another set 

of traverses, he also recommends to cover said new traverses by 

en electromagnetic coverage prior to test dumond drilling.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

The magnetic and electromagnetic surveys have outlined a 

complicated but interesting situation on the six claims, different 

somewhat from the eimple geology inferred from the few observed 

outcrops. The writer recommends to carry out another similar 

geophysical survey superimposed on this present survey at 90* 

from the old traverses to further check the possibilities of the 

property. Electromagnetic conductors encountered by the present 

and the recommended new tsurvey are to be checked by a Ronka 

Mark IV check survey. Outcrop areas outlined by the operators
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are to be cxnminecl in the field for better correlation to help the 

interpretetion and evaluation prior to probable test diamond 

drilling.

Respectfully submitted, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSS:rk 
Encl.

Toronto, Ontario 
August 7, 1986.

S. S. Szetu, Ph. D. 
Consulting Geologist
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OF MINING RECORDER

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

127 THIRD AVENUE 

TIMMINS, ONTARIO

September 20t)if 1966

Mr. R. V. Scott,
Director,
Mining Lands Branch,
Ontario Department of Mines,
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto 2, Ontario
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Dear Sir:

Re: Mining Claims P-707^6-51 incl.

An assessment work credit of 30 days, geophysical, 
was recorded on each of the above mining claims on 
September 19th.

These claims are recorded in the name of S. S. Szetu, 
36 Whittaker Crescent, Willowdale, Ontario,

The reports and maps are being forwarded direct to 
the Department.

Yours very tru .y,

L
C. D. Egertcfn, 
Mining Recorder.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DATA ON 6-CLAJM PROPERTY

CARMAN TOWNSHIP

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO

Scale : l"* 200' July 1966
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